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Abstract
A detailed population balance model is used to relate the reactor conditions of
flame synthesised titanium dioxide particles to their milling behaviour. Breakage
models are developed that utilise morphological data captured by a detailed par-
ticle model to relate the structure of aggregate particles to their size-reduction
behaviour in the post-synthesis milling process. Simulations of a laboratory-
scale hot wall reactor are consistent with experimental data and milling curves
predicted by the breakage models exhibit features consistent with experimental
observations. The selected breakage model considers the overall fractal struc-
ture of the aggregate particles as well as the neck size between neighbouring
primary particles. Application of the model to particles produced under dif-
ferent reactor residence times and temperatures demonstrates that the model
can be used to relate reactor conditions to the milling performance of titanium
dioxide particles.
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1. Introduction
Titanium dioxide (titania, TiO2) particles are an important industrial prod-
uct. The functionality of the product is strongly influenced by the size, shape,
morphology and crystalline phase of the particles. The oxidation of titanium
tetrachloride (TiCl4) in a flame or oxygen plasma is a key route for the industrial5
manufacture of TiO2 particles. Although the industrial manufacturing process
is widely used, optimisation remains largely empirical. In many cases, the prod-
uct is milled in order to control the final particle size distribution (PSD). This
imposes an additional time and energy cost.
Detailed population balance models provide a tool to investigate how pro-10
cess conditions affect the particle properties [1, 2]. Such models are, within
reason, able to include an arbitrarily detailed description of each particle. This
facilitates the simulation of quantities that are directly comparable to experi-
mental observations. Most importantly, it also enables the option to include key
physical details in the model. For example, models where the particle growth15
is a function of the aggregate composition [3, 4], or, as is the case in this work,
where sintering and neck growth are resolved on the basis of individual pairs of
neighbouring particles [5, 6, 7].
Milling has been widely studied due to the high industrial demand for fine
powders with tightly controlled properties. A lot of research has focused on20
identifying optimal milling parameters such as agitation speed, milling media
size, filling ratio and suspension concentration. The effect of operational pa-
rameters on the milling performance of titanium dioxide has been investigated
for fine grinding and dispersion of particles in wet stirred mills [8, 9, 10]. Other
work has studied the substructure and mechanical properties of titania agglom-25
erates [11], and the changes in fractal morphology of dense aggregates under
wet milling [12].
Population balance models have also been used to characterise the milling
process, and identify breakage mechanisms in wet stirred media milling [13, 14,
15, 16] by fitting Kapur’s approximate first order solution [17] to experimental30
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data. More complex models consider non-linear effects and time-variant PBMs
[18, 19].
Over long milling times and for sub-micron sized particles more complex
phenomena are typically observed. This includes time delays in breakage [19],
and grinding limits due to a minimum obtainable particle size and agglomeration35
effects [20, 10, 21, 16]. Modelling multimodal particle size distributions with
statistical laws has been used as an alternative method for obtaining the grinding
kinetics [9, 20].
The purpose of this paper is to develop a breakage model utilising the mor-
phological data captured by a detailed particle model. This allows us to relate40
the reactor conditions during particle synthesis to the milling performance of
TiO2 particles. Particle synthesis is simulated using a detailed population bal-
ance model outlined in section 2 that describes the time evolution of the internal
structure of the fractal aggregates. The simulation results are post-processed us-
ing a breakage model developed in section 3 to provide proof of concept that the45
morphological data in the detailed model can be related to milling behaviour.
Five different breakage models are compared.
2. Computational details
A detailed population balance model coupled to a gas-phase kinetic model is
used to simulate the synthesis of the TiO2 particles. The kinetic model for the50
formation of TiO2 particles from TiCl4 is based on the mechanism proposed by
West et al. [22]. It comprises 28 gas-phase species and 66 reactions. The dynam-
ics of the population are described by the Smoluchowski coagulation equation
with additional terms for particle inception, surface growth and sintering. The
mathematical details of the model and methods are described in detail elsewhere55
[2], so only a brief summary is given here.
2.1. Particle model
The description of each aggregate in the population balance model (formally
known as the type space) is illustrated in figure 1. Each aggregate is composed
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Figure 1: An illustration of the type space of the detailed particle model showing an aggre-
gate particle composed of polydispersed primary particles (left panel). The level of sintering
between primary particles is resolved by a common surface area (dashed line in right panel)
for each pair of neighbouring primaries.
of primary particles, where neighbouring particles may be in point contact,60
fully coalesced or anywhere between. The model resolves the common surface
area between each pair of neighbouring primary particles. The primary particle
composition of an aggregate is polydispersed where each primary is described
in terms of the number of TiO2 units, from which the mass and volume are
derived.65
2.2. Particle processes
2.2.1. Inception
Inception, modelled as per Akroyd et al. [23], is assumed to be collision-
limited and result from the bimolecular collision of gas-phase titanium oxychlo-
ride species
TixαOyαClzα + TixβOyβClzβ −−→
(
xα + xβ
)
TiO2(s)
+
(
yα + yβ
2
− xα − xβ
)
O2 +
(
zα + zβ
2
)
Cl2, x, y, z ≥ 1,
(1)
where the molecular collision diameter is taken as 0.65 nm [22]. An inception
event creates a particle consisting of a single primary composed of (xα + xβ)
TiO2 units.70
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2.2.2. Surface growth
Surface growth is treated as a single-step reaction as in Akroyd et al. [23]
TiCl4 + O2 −−→ TiO2(s) + 2 Cl2, (2)
with the rate expression
d
[
TiO2
]
dt
= ksAs
[
TiCl4
][
O2
]
, (3)
where As is the surface area per unit volume of the TiO2 population and ks has
an Arrhenius form
ks = A exp
(−Ea
RT
)
m
s
· m
3
mol
, (4)
with activation energy Ea and pre-exponential factor A. One surface growth
event adds one unit of TiO2 to the particle. Equation (3) assumes fixed reaction
orders with respect to TiCl4 and O2. Alternative models for the rate of surface
growth are discussed by Shirley et al. [24].75
2.2.3. Coagulation
An aggregate is formed when two particles stick together following a collision.
The rate of collision is calculated using the transition regime coagulation kernel
[25]
Ktr =
(
1
Ksf
+
1
Kfm
)−1
, (5)
where the slip flow and free molecular kernels are
Ksf(Pq, Pr) =
2kBT
3µ
(
1 + 1.257Kn(Pq)
dc(Pq)
+
1 + 1.257Kn(Pr)
dc(Pr)
)
(dc(Pq) + dc(Pr)),
(6)
and
Kfm(Pq, Pr) = 2.2
√
pikBT
2
(
1
m(Pq)
+
1
m(Pr)
)
(dc(Pq) + dc(Pr))
2, (7)
respectively. Kn is the Knudsen number
Kn(Pq) = 4.74× 10−8 T
pdc(Pq)
, (8)
m is the aggregate particle mass, dc is the particle collision diameter, and µ is the
viscosity of the gas-phase at pressure p and temperature T . After a coagulation
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event, two primary particles (one from each coagulating particle) are assumed
to be in point contact.80
2.2.4. Sintering
Following the approach of Xiong and Pratsinis [26] and West et al. [22], sin-
tering is modelled as occurring between neighbouring pairs of primary particles,
where it is assumed that the common surface area C exponentially decays to
the surface area of a mass-equivalent spherical particle, Ssph,
dC
dt
= − 1
τs
(C − Ssph) . (9)
τs is a characteristic sintering time taken from Kobata et al. [27] as per West
et al. [22]
τs = 7.4× 1016Td4p exp
(
258000
RT
)
, (10)
where dp is the diameter of the smaller primary. The sintering level of two
primaries pi and pj is defined as per Shekar et al. [2],
s(pi, pj) =
Ssph(pi,pj)
C − 2−1/3
1− 2−1/3 . (11)
Note that 0 ≤ s(pi, pj) ≤ 1. Primaries are assumed to have coalesced if the
sintering level exceeds 0.95. In this case the two primary particles merge into a
single primary with the total TiO2 composition of the original primaries.
2.3. Numerical method85
The detailed population balance equations are solved using a stochastic nu-
merical method [2]: a direct simulation algorithm with various enhancements
to improve efficiency. The method uses a majorant kernel and fictitious jumps
[28, 29, 25] to improve the computational speed of calculating the coagulation
rate. A linear process deferment algorithm [30] is used to provide an efficient90
treatment of sintering and surface growth. Coupling of the particle model to
the gas-phase chemistry, solved using an ODE solver, is achieved by an operator
splitting technique [31].
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3. Milling models
In the milling process, particles break due to stresses exerted by the milling95
media. Kwade and co-workers [32, 33] describe the process in terms of the
frequency of stress events and the intensity of each stress event. The energy
intensity is introduced as a key factor in determining whether a breakage event
occurs. A stress event of sufficient intensity will result in breakage.
Low intensity shear stresses are sufficient for breaking weak agglomerates100
whereas higher intensity normal stresses are required to break crystalline ma-
terial [34]. Normal stresses arise when a particle is caught in between milling
beads during a collision. The resulting fragment size distribution is dependent
on the properties of the material and the mode of fragmentation.
Three types of breakage mechanism are usually discussed in the literature:105
abrasion, cleavage and fracture [35, 13, 36, 37, 38, 19]. Abrasion involves a
continuous loss of mass from the surface of a particle resulting in a bimodal
fragment distribution. Cleavage produces fragments of the same order in size as
the original particle while fracture results in disintegration of the particle into
small fragments. The different modes of fragmentation often occur simultane-110
ously during milling.
Epstein [39] first introduced population balance equations to the study of
milling, modelling breakage as two successive operations represented by a se-
lection and a breakage function. The selection function is the probability of a
particle of given size breaking and is usually observed to increase with parti-115
cle size [37]. The breakage function describes the shape of the fragment size
distribution and is characterised by the fragmentation mechanism.
The idea of this work is to explore whether the information in the type
space of the detailed population balance model can be related to the observed
milling performance of TiO2 particles. The particle breakage rate and fragment120
distribution are determined by a breakage model that utilises the morphological
information captured by the detailed particle model.
Figure 2 shows a sketch of a milling curve. The average particle size is
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Figure 2: A sketched milling curve and a possible concept relating the detailed particle type
space to the shape of the curve. The coloured arrows indicate a possible influence of a particle
property on the shape of the milling curve.
observed to decrease during the initial part of the milling curve. Eventually
the system reaches an asymptotic state where no further significant decrease is125
observed.
One possible concept relating the detailed particle model to the milling curve
is shown overlaying figure 2. The average particle size is obtained from the
aggregate size distribution and the asymptotic particle size is a function of the
primary particle size distribution. The slope of the milling curve depends on the130
breakage mechanism and is some function of the aggregate particle structure.
Breakage, assumed to occur at the necks between neighbouring primaries, is
related to the neck size distribution and the fractal geometry of the particle.
The particle geometry is responsible for transmitting milling stresses to necks
and the neck strength is related to the neck size.135
In this work, we apply a milling model based on algorithm 1 as a post-process
to the detailed population balance model. The particle breakage rate is given
by the breakage models discussed in section 3.2. Two of the breakage models
utilise a neck radius to characterise how strongly neighbouring primaries are
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connected. The neck model is discussed in the next section.140
3.1. Neck size calculation
A neck between two primary particles is modelled as overlapping spheres as
shown in figure 3. The neck size can be calculated from the common surface
area Cij and spherical-equivalent radii ri and rj of each primary particle.
R1 R2
a
Surface area, S
(0,0,0) (d,0,0)
R
a
R - H
H
Spherical cap
Three-dimensional 
lens
Figure 3: Geometry of the neck between two primary particles.
The volume V and surface area S of two overlapping spheres are given
V (R1, R2, d) =
4pi
3
(
R31 +R
3
2
)
− pi
12d
(
R1 +R2 − d
)2(
d2 + 2R1d+ 2R2d− 3R21 − 3R22 + 6R1R2
)
,
(12)
and
S (R1, R2, d) = 4pi
(
R21 +R
2
2
)
− pi
(
a2 +H21
)
− pi
(
a2 +H22
)
, (13)
where a is the radius of the neck [40]
a (R1, R2, d) =
1
2d
[
(R1 +R2 + d) (R1 +R2 − d) (−R1 +R2 − d) (R1 −R2 − d)
] 1
2
,
(14)
and where H1 and H2 are the heights of the spherical caps
Hi = Ri −Ri cos
(
arcsin
(
a
Ri
))
,
and R1 and R2 are the radii of two spheres whose centres are separated by a145
distance d ∈ [0, R1 +R2]. The final term in equation (12) is the volume of the
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Algorithm 1: Milling algorithm applied as a post-process to the detailed
particle model.
Input: Initial state of the particle ensemble at time t0; Final time tstop.
Output: State of the particle ensemble at final time tstop.
t← t0.
while t < tstop do
Calculate the rate, ρpart(Pq), for each aggregate particle Pq,
ρpart(Pq) =
∑
i<j
ρij ,
where ρij is the breakage rate for the neck between two primaries pi
and pj .
Calculate the total rate, ρtotal, for all N particles,
ρtotal =
N∑
q=1
ρpart(Pq).
Calculate an exponentially distributed waiting time ∆t with
parameter ρtotal,
∆t =
− ln(X)
ρtotal
,
where X is a uniform random variate in the interval [0, 1].
With probability ρpart(Pq)/ρtotal select a particle Pq.
With probability ρij/ρpart(Pq) select a neck.
Break the neck between primaries pi and pj , and update the particle
ensemble:
Pq → Pr + Ps,
N ← N + 1.
Increment t← t+ ∆t.
end
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three-dimensional lens [40] and the final terms in equation (13) are the areas of
each spherical cap [41] created by the intersection of the spheres.
Under the assumption that the volume of the three-dimensional lens is evenly
redistributed over the surface of the particles in an even layer of thickness ∆r,
the radii of each sphere in figure 3 can be written in terms of the spherical-
equivalent radii of the corresponding primary particles
Ri = ri + ∆r. (15)
Equations (12) and (13) may be reduced to two equations in two unknowns
using the substitutions in equations (14) and (15),
V (∆r, d) = v(pi) + v(pj),
S (∆r, d) = Cij ,
and can be solved for the values of ∆r and d, and hence the radius of the neck
aij (∆r, d) for each pair of neighbouring primary particles with corresponding150
total volume v(pi) + v(pj) and common surface area Cij .
3.2. Breakage models
Figure 4 illustrates a single breakage event where an aggregate particle Pq
fragments into two smaller daughter particles Pr and Ps. Breakage is treated
as binary and always occurs at a neck connecting two neighbouring primary155
particles. Individual primaries are assumed not to break.
An aggregate particle is modelled as two arms extending from a neck as
depicted by the dashed arrows in figure 4. Note that this representation can
be applied to any chosen neck within the aggregate. The composition of the
arms is equivalent to that of the two daughter fragments formed in the event of160
breakage. When a particle is caught in a three-body collision with two milling
beads the stresses are transmitted by these arms to the neck. The neck that
breaks during such a collision will depend on a number of factors including the
neck size or strength, and the size, shape and orientation of the respective arms.
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Figure 4: A breakage event. An aggregate particle Pq fragments into two daughter particles
Pr and Ps at a neck of radius aij connecting two primaries pi and pj . The aggregate is
represented as two arms, corresponding to the respective daughter particles, extending from
the neck.
The rate of breakage of a neck between two primaries pi and pj is expressed
as a function of the neck and daughter particle (fragment) properties
ρij = ρij(Pr(..., pi, ...,Cr), Ps(..., pj , ...,Cs), aij), (16)
where Pr(..., pi, ...,Cr) and Ps(..., pj , ...,Cs) are the daughter particles formed
in the breakage event, aij is the neck radius, and C is the respective connectivity
matrix storing the common surface areas as defined in Shekar et al. [2]. Five
different breakage models are discussed below. It is assumed that a rate constant
k captures the operational parameters of the mill and that the mill is capable of
producing collisions of sufficient intensity to break all particle necks. The total
particle breakage rate for a particle Pq is
ρpart(Pq) =
∑
i<j
ρij , (17)
where we sum over i < j to avoid double counting.165
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3.2.1. Simple neck model
The breakage rate is assumed to be only a function of the neck radius,
calculated as per section 3.1
ρij = ka
α
ij , (18)
for constants k and α.
3.2.2. Total mass model
The probability of breakage is typically observed to increase with particle
size. In this model we assume that the rate of breakage for a neck is proportional
to the sum of daughter fragment masses m(Pr) and m(Ps) or equivalently, the
total particle mass m(Pq)
ρij = k(m(Pr(..., pi, ...,Cr)) +m(Ps(..., pj , ...,Cs))) (19)
= km(Pq(..., pi, pj , ...,Cq)), (20)
for constant k. Breakage is equally likely for every neck in an aggregate. The
rate of breakage for a single aggregate particle is therefore a function of its total
mass and the number of necks.
ρpart(Pq) = k(np(Pq)− 1)m(Pq), (21)
where np(Pq) is the number of primaries and (np(Pq) − 1) corresponds to the
number of necks, which is always one less than the number of primaries.170
3.2.3. Fragment mass model
A simple way to characterise the size of a fragment arm is by its mass. More
massive arms are expected to apply greater stresses on a neck due to greater
leverage and arms of similar mass will maximise the applied stress. This is
modelled by setting the rate of breakage proportional to the product of the
daughter particle masses
ρij = k ·m(Pr(..., pi, ...,Cr)) ·m(Ps(..., pj , ...,Cs)), (22)
for a constant k and where m(Pr) and m(Ps) are the masses of the two particle
fragments joined at the neck between primaries pi and pj .
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3.2.4. Fragment radius model
A better measure of the size of a fragment arm is its radius of gyration,
which accounts for the fractal structure of the aggregate,
Rg = dp
(
np
kf
)1/Df
. (23)
np is the number of primaries, dp is the average primary diameter, Df is the
fractal dimension, and kf is the fractal prefactor. A typical value of 1.8 is
assumed for the fractal dimension [42]. Using the same form for the rate as in
equation (22) the breakage rate for a single neck is
ρij = k ·Rg(Pr(..., pi, ...,Cr)) ·Rg(Ps(..., pj , ...,Cs)), (24)
for a constant k and whereRg(Pr) andRg(Ps) correspond to the radii of gyration175
of the two arms extending from the neck between primaries pi and pj .
3.2.5. Fragment and neck radius model
Rg (Pr )
Rg (Ps )
aij
(a)
Rg (Pr )
Rg (Ps )
aij
(b)
Figure 5: Two possible breakage events. The selected neck between primaries pi and pj
is indicated by a dashed line and the fragment arms extending from the neck have radii
of gyration Rg(Pr) and Rg(Ps). Symmetrical breakage in subfigure (a) produces daughter
fragments with similar radii of gyration while subfigure (b) shows an asymmetrical breakage
event.
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The fragment radius of gyration model in section 3.2.4 assumes that all necks
are equally strong. However, the degree of sintering between primary particles
will effect the breakage rate. By combining the fragment radius model (section
3.2.4) and the simple neck model (section 3.2.1) we can relate the breakage rate
to both the geometry of the aggregate particle and the size of the neck. The
rate of breakage is
ρij = k ·Rg(Pr(..., pi, ...,Cr)) ·Rg(Ps(..., pj , ...,Cs)) · aαij , (25)
for constants k and α.
Figure 5 illustrates two possible breakage events. We expect that breakage
is most likely if both radii of gyration are large and of similar magnitude as180
shown in figure 5(a). However, in the case of a very weak neck an asymmetrical
abrasion-like event is also possible as depicted in figure 5(b).
4. Results and discussion
4.1. Hot wall reactor simulations
To produce particles for post-processing with the milling models we simu-185
lated the hot wall reactor experiment of Pratsinis et al. [43], fitting the surface
growth rate for the detailed particle model. The original investigation mea-
sured the reaction of 5:1 (mol/mol) O2:TiCl4 in argon (99% by volume) in a
1/8-in-I.D. tube heated to 973-1273 K.
Pratsinis et al. [43] estimate an effective rate constant for the overall oxida-
tion kinetics of TiCl4 vapour
keff = − ln(Co/Ci)
t
, (26)
assuming the reaction is first-order in TiCl4 with Arrhenius kinetics and where190
Ci and Co are the measured inlet and outlet TiCl4 concentrations. t is the
residence time in the isothermal zone of the reactor held at temperature T . The
experiment was simulated using the imposed temperature profile of Pratsinis
et al. [43, Fig. 3] modelled by Akroyd et al. [23]. The temperature starts at
15
300 K and rises to the isothermal zone temperature T remaining there for the195
residence time t. At the end of the isothermal zone the temperature falls back
to 300 K and remains at this temperature until the end of the simulation.
0.9 0.95 1
103 K / T
-1
-0.5
0
0.5
1
1.5
ln
(k e
ff)
0.49 s
0.75 s
1.10 s
Figure 6: Arrhenius plot of the oxidation rate of TiCl4 at three different residence times.
Black lines terminating in open symbols: fitted simulation results (4 runs with 8192 particles);
Shaded symbols: Experimental data [43, Fig. 4].
Figure 6 shows good agreement between detailed particle model simulations
with 8192 stochastic particles and the experimental results of Pratsinis et al.
[43, Fig. 4]. The data are presented in the original form for ease of comparison.200
A reaction that is overall first order in TiCl4 would produce a single straight line
through all residence times. The differences observed between the simulation
results for the different isothermal residence times suggests a reaction that is
close to but not exactly first order overall.
The surface growth rate was fitted with activation energy Ea = 60 kJ/mol205
and pre-exponential factor A = 1340 m4/(s ·mol) (see equation (4)). The fitted
activation energy is in agreement with the theoretically calculated value (55±25
kJ/mol) of Shirley et al. [24].
Simulation data is visualised in figure 7 in the form of TEM style images
showing titania particles produced in the hot wall reactor under two different210
isothermal zone residence times and temperatures. The examples presented in
the figure are for two extremes within the simulated range of reactor conditions
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(a) 0.49 s at 1000 K (b) 1.1 s at 1100 K
Figure 7: TEM style images of titania aggregates produced in the simulated hot wall reactor
under different conditions. The visualisation does not depict the level of sintering between
particles, however this information is captured by the model.
showing the greatest difference in particle morphology.
Aggregate particles produced over a longer isothermal residence time at
higher temperature (1.1 s at 1100 K shown in figure 7(b)) are composed of215
a smaller number of larger primaries than aggregates produced at a lower tem-
perature and shorter isothermal residence time (0.49 s at 1000 K shown in figure
7(a)). This is clear from the primary diameter distribution (figure 8) and the
distribution of the number of primaries per aggregate (figure 9).
The difference in aggregate particle size is less pronounced. Figure 10 shows220
the distribution of particle collision diameters calculated as per Lavvas et al.
[44]. The aggregate particle size is a function of the number of primary particles,
their respective diameters, and the level of sintering between neighbours. This
allows for aggregates of comparable size despite the different primary particle
properties. The largest particles are of similar size under both sets of reactor225
conditions, but the distribution in figure 10(a) extends to smaller collision di-
ameters. The smallest particles are composed of a single primary particle and
the lower minimum value arises due to the smaller mean primary diameter.
Figure 11 shows the distribution of neck radii for the two cases. The distri-
butions are truncated at 0.3 nm: of the order of the rutile unit cell size. Below230
this size, a second peak was observed in both simulations at a radius of 0.01–0.1
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Figure 8: Primary particle diameter distributions produced under different simulated isother-
mal zone residence times and temperatures. The red line shows the Gaussian kernel density
estimate.
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Figure 9: Distribution of the number of primaries per titania aggregate produced under dif-
ferent simulated isothermal zone residence times and temperatures. The red line shows the
Gaussian kernel density estimate.
nm: smaller than an atomic diameter. The overlapping spheres model permits
the neck radius to take any positive value and does not account for quantization
at very small length scales. Furthermore, molecular dynamics studies of sinter-
ing of nanometre sized titania particles show that the formation of an initial235
neck is very rapid, of the order of 10 picoseconds [45, 46, 47], whereas in this
work sintering is treated as a continuous process with the same characteristic
time at all stages.
The bimodal distribution arises due to the simulated temperature profile in
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Figure 10: Collision diameter distributions of titania aggregates produced under different
simulated isothermal zone residence times and temperatures. The red line shows the Gaussian
kernel density estimate.
which the temperature falls to 300 K at the end of the isothermal zone. The240
stronger temperature dependence of sintering causes the sintering process to
slow faster than coagulation resulting in the formation of small necks. The
0.49 s isothermal zone residence time simulations spent a longer time at 300 K
than the 1.1 s simulations which created a larger number of small necks.
Up to 5% of necks were calculated to be in point contact (aij = 0). These245
necks are considered to represent primaries bound by weak dispersion forces that
have yet to begin sintering. Larger necks with well defined radii correspond to
sintered primaries joined by strong chemical bonds.
4.2. Comparison of breakage models
The breakage models presented in section 3.2 were used to post-process250
the hot wall reactor simulation results of section 4.1 using algorithm 1. The
results of post-processing the 0.49 s at 1000 K simulation are discussed here as
a representative case because they display the general features of the different
breakage models also observed in the other reactor simulations. Under the
assumption that necks in point contact (aij = 0) break apart easily we processed255
the data to break these necks prior to milling.
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Figure 11: Neck radius distribution for titania aggregates produced in the simulated hot wall
reactor under two different conditions. Necks smaller than 0.3 nm are not shown.
4.2.1. Milling curves
Typically observed industrial milling curves (from Huntsman Pigments and
Additives) are shown in figure 12. The volume weighted mean particle size
is observed to decrease logarithmically over the period covered by the data.260
The width of the PSD as measured by the volume weighted geometric standard
deviation (GSD) of particle size also exhibits logarithmic decay. The data set
does not contain the initial particle size distribution nor the long time behaviour
of particles under milling.
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Figure 12: Experimental milling curves (Huntsman Pigments and Additives) show logarithmic
decay in both the volume weighted mean particle size and geometric standard deviation.
Dashed line added to guide the eye.
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Figure 13 shows the corresponding simulated milling curves for the different
breakage models. The time coordinate is non-dimensionalised by defining a
characteristic time equal to the time taken for the mass weighted geometric
mean collision diameter to fall to 90% of its initial value. The mass weighted
geometric mean (GM) and mass weighted GSD are given by
ln(GM) =
∑N
q=1m(Pq) ln(dc(Pq))∑N
q=1m(Pq)
, (27)
ln(GSD) =
√√√√∑Nq=1m(Pq) [ln(dc(Pq))− ln(GM)]2∑N
q=1m(Pq)
, (28)
for N particles Pq each with mass m(Pq) and collision diameter dc(Pq).265
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Figure 13: Milling curves for different breakage models obtained by post-processing hot wall
reactor simulation results for the 0.49 s at 1000 K case. (a) shows the mass weighted geomet-
ric mean collision diameter and (b) the mass weighted geometric standard deviation in the
collision diameter. The horizontal dashed line indicates the asymptotic value calculated from
the primary particle distribution.
A value of -1 was selected for the exponent α in the simple neck and the
fragment radius and neck models yielding rates inversely proportional to the
neck radius. A negative exponent implies that larger necks require greater
stresses to break. More negative choices of α introduce a long intermediate
period during which the GM and GSD change very little. This is observed to270
small degree in the simple neck model (α = −1 case) in figure 13(b) where the
gradient changes at around τ = 100.
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Figure 13(a) plots the mass weighted geometric mean collision diameter
against non-dimensionalised time. All models exhibit an intermediate period
of approximately logarithmic decay as seen in the experimental milling curves275
(figure 12). The total mass and fragment radius models have almost identical
mean collision diameter curves. The simple neck and fragment and neck radius
models show two distinct phases of size reduction characterised by different gra-
dients. The change in gradient arises due to the bimodal nature of the neck size
distribution. The first mode of small necks breaks first followed by the second280
mode of larger and stronger necks.
The GSD curves (figure 13(b)) offer a clearer way to differentiate between
models. Most display an intermediate period of approximately logarithmic de-
cay. An interesting feature is the initial increase in GSD seen in the total mass
and simple neck models. Such an increase in the variance has been observed285
experimentally in the grinding of titanium dioxide [9]. This arises due to the
formation of small fragments that cause a widening in the particle size distri-
bution and can be seen in the mass weighted collision diameter distributions in
figure 14. The distribution near the maximum GSD for the simple neck model
(τ = 4.4 in figure 14(a)) is skewed with more mass density at smaller diame-290
ters contributing to a wider, lower peak. In comparison, the fragment and neck
radius model in figure 14(b) maintains a more symmetric distribution due to a
preference for symmetrical breakage events.
4.2.2. Comparison to a first order model
There are uncertainties around modelling the milling process, therefore mod-295
els are fitted to experimental data in order to extract the milling kinetics and
identify the breakage mechanism at work. The milling process can be described
with a PBM and the size reduction behaviour is often adequately approxi-
mated by a first order exponential function over sufficiently short milling times
[48, 49, 15, 16]. In this section we want to explore how the kinetics of our300
breakage models compare with a first order exponential model.
The cumulative form of the discrete population balance equation for batch
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Figure 14: Mass weighted collision diameter distributions generated using a Gaussian ker-
nel density estimate at different non-dimensionalised times for the 0.49 s at 1000 K reactor
simulation post-processed with the (a) simple neck and (b) fragment and neck radius models.
milling is (following [48, 14])
dRi
dt
= −SiRi(t) +
i−1∑
j=1
(Sj+1Bi,j+1 − SjBi,j)Rj(t), (29)
with
Ri(t) =
i∑
j=1
wj(t) and Bi,j =
n∑
k=i+1
bk,j . (30)
Ri(t) is the cumulative oversize mass fraction of particles larger than size xi.
wj is the mass fraction of particles in size class j, with w1 corresponding to
the largest size class. Si, the selection function, is the probability of breakage
of particles in size class i. bk,j , the breakage function, is the mass fraction of305
particles in class j that break to produce particles in size class k.
The approximate solution of Kapur [17], to first order in t, has the form
Ri(t) = Ri(0) exp (Git) . (31)
and the selection function Si can then be related to Gi [14]
Si = −Gi. (32)
Figure 15 presents the simulation results in the form Ri(τ)/Ri(0) for nine
size classes. The particle size, xi, is the spherical equivalent diameter. The
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breakage models all display an early period of exponential decay consistent with
a first order solution. Exponential curves with parameter Gi (equation (31))310
were fitted to the simulation data in this period and are shown in figure 15 as
dashed lines.
After the initial period of approximately exponential decay the curves begin
to diverge. An approximate first order solution is therefore only appropriate over
a short milling time up to τ = 1 to τ = 5, depending on the model. However,315
we can compare the fitted values of Gi as a function of spherical equivalent
diameter xi, valid over the initial period, to typical selection functions reported
in the literature.
The function Gi can often be represented by a power law in particle size
[48, 50]
Gi = −axbi . (33)
Values of the exponent b observed for the milling of solid particles are typically
close to unity [50, 48, 16]. A quadratic form for Gi has been reported for the320
milling of micrometer sized titanium dioxide [20]. Significantly larger values of
b have been observed for alumina particles sintered at 1873 K (about 3) [50] and
for the grinding of amorphous pre-mullite powder (3.18) [51]. Hennart et al. [16]
show a power law dependence with exponent 6.5 for particles below 0.180 µm
in diameter when grinding a crystalline organic product limited by aggregation325
phenomena.
Figure 16 shows a power law fitting for the fitted values of Gi for the different
models. The exponent ranges from 3.37 for the simple neck model to 7 in the
case of the fragment mass model. These are considerably larger than typically
observed values for grinding and closer to values reported for highly sintered330
aggregates and small particles approaching a grinding limit.
4.2.3. Choice of breakage model
While it is difficult to exclude models based on the qualitative comparison
of milling curves, the current work illustrates the different features produced by
each model, particularly with regard to the GSD and evolution of the PSD. Of335
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Figure 15: Normalised cumulative mass fraction oversize against non-dimensionalised time for
nine spherical equivalent particle diameters up to time τ = 50. Symbols: simulation data;
Lines: exponential decay fitted to data at early times.
the five breakage models discussed here only the fragment and neck radius model
considers the aggregate particle geometry as well as the neck strength. The
dependence on aggregate geometry favours symmetrical breakage in a cleavage
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Figure 16: Fitted power law in spherical equivalent particle diameter for the different breakage
models. Symbols: Gi fitted to data in figure 15; Lines: fitted power law. The fitted exponent
b and R2 value are shown in the legend.
type mechanism. On the other hand, the neck size dependence favours small
necks allowing for cases of asymmetrical breakage near the particle extremities340
similar to an abrasion mechanism. Since the model accounts for the detailed
particle morphology it serves as good candidate for further study.
4.3. Effect of reactor conditions on milling curves
The fragment and neck radius model was applied to simulations of the hot
wall reactor experiment under different conditions. Results are shown in fig-345
ure 17. The time coordinate was non-dimensionalised for all cases using the
characteristic time calculated for the 0.49 s at 1000 K case allowing for better
comparison along the time axis.
All simulations take approximately the same time to reach an asymptotic
state. Two phases of approximately logarithmic decay, characterised by different350
gradients, are observed due to the bimodal neck size distribution. In the 1.1 s
isothermal zone residence time simulations the first phase is not as well defined.
The longer isothermal residence time results show a slower decrease in the mean
particle size and a smaller total change. Both 0.49 s simulations display a rapid
first phase of size reduction followed by a slower second phase.355
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Figure 17: Milling curves for the fragment and neck radius model obtained by post-processing
hot wall reactor simulation results under different conditions. The horizontal dashed lines
show the asymptotic values calculated from the primary particle distributions.
This model shows that particles synthesised over a short residence time in the
high temperature isothermal zone of the reactor are milled faster and reduced
to a smaller asymptotic size. The GSD has a higher initial value but catches up
with the longer isothermal zone residence time simulations over the first phase
of size reduction. The effect of temperature, within the range used in this study,360
is less pronounced.
5. Conclusions
A detailed population balance was used to model the formation of titanium
dioxide particles in a hot wall reactor and validated against the experiment
of Pratsinis et al. [43]. The detailed particle type space was shown to resolve365
morphological differences between particles produced under different reactor
conditions.
Breakage models were developed that utilise the information captured by
the detailed particle model and used as a post-process to simulate the milling
of TiO2 particles produced in the hot wall reactor simulations. The milling370
curves exhibited features consistent with experimental observations. The chosen
breakage model accounts for the fractal structure of the aggregate particles
as well as the size of necks between neighbouring primaries. Application of
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this milling model to particles produced under different residence times and
temperatures showed that the model is sensitive to the reactor conditions under375
which the TiO2 particles were synthesised.
Further work is needed to compare the model against experimental results
and fit the breakage rate constant. This would first require simulation of the
reactor conditions under which the experimental TiO2 particles are produced to
allow subsequent comparison to experimental milling data. There is also scope380
to improve the sintering and neck size models given the observed limitations of
the current model at low levels of sintering.
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